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Tool and user guide available at: http://www.awea.org/applications/Forms/FormDisplay.aspx?FormID=42237



90 GW of additional wind nationwide. For states like Iowa, the map is 
conservative as it does not include MW from wind export 

opportunity. Iowa’s low-cost wind resources are likely to be attractive 
to other states.



Large consumer savings from using wind for CPP
Cost savings in 2030 from optimal deployment of renewable energy versus no additional deployment of renewables



Why? Wind’s recent cost reductions

Source: https://www.lazard.com/media/2390/lazards-levelized-cost-of-energy-analysis-90.pdf

Year $/MWh PPA

2009 $68.84 
2010 $61.62 
2011 $45.06 
2012 $38.75 
2013 $26.53 
2014 $23.43 

https://emp.lbl.gov/publications/2014-wind-
technologies-market-0

Note: Power Purchase Agreement 

prices on right include impact of PTC, 

Levelized Cost of Energy data on left 

do not 



Probabilistic Modeling

The CPP CORE tool employs Monte Carlo simulations to evaluate power 

system costs and risks associated with various compliance strategies. This 

allows the user to assess risk from volatile fuel prices and other factors 

under each compliance solution to determine the optimal strategy. For each 

run, the tool performs a Monte Carlo simulation using 1,000 random sets of 

inputs for natural gas prices, coal prices, and load growth.



CPP CORE: Wind reduces Iowa’s cost and risk

Low renewables = High risk

More 

renewables 

= Low risk

More renewables = 

Lower cost



Wind always reduces fuel price risk
In this example, gas prices reduced $1.50/MMBtu below DOE projection

Better to be here…

…than here.
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“No regrets” at low gas prices, consumer benefits 
increase at higher gas prices 

Reduction in cost with optimal level of renewable energy versus no 
renewable energy, in billions of annual dollars in 2030



Default assumptions used in CPP CORE model

Green = 
uncertainty 
range



CPP CORE findings consistent with other analyses 
EIA May 2015 analysis of proposed CPP finds wind is lowest-cost solution in nearly all scenarios. 

The final CPP has more aggressive targets, so the wind demand would likely be higher.



EIA: Wind is the lowEIA: Wind is the lowEIA: Wind is the lowEIA: Wind is the low----cost CPP compliance solution for Western MISOcost CPP compliance solution for Western MISOcost CPP compliance solution for Western MISOcost CPP compliance solution for Western MISO

Wind’s share of total generation increase under EIA’s optimal compliance mix, by region



EIA: Wind is majority of optimal compliance solution in Western MISOEIA: Wind is majority of optimal compliance solution in Western MISOEIA: Wind is majority of optimal compliance solution in Western MISOEIA: Wind is majority of optimal compliance solution in Western MISO



EIA finds wind is “no regrets” strategy for Iowa
The final CPP has more aggressive targets, so the wind demand under the Final Rule would likely be higher.



Wind energy moderates spike in gas prices from CPP demandWind energy moderates spike in gas prices from CPP demandWind energy moderates spike in gas prices from CPP demandWind energy moderates spike in gas prices from CPP demand



ZeroZeroZeroZero----emission wind energy provides states with compliance flexibilityemission wind energy provides states with compliance flexibilityemission wind energy provides states with compliance flexibilityemission wind energy provides states with compliance flexibility



DOE: Current wind price below future gas costs



New analysis using DOE model: Wind+PTC
winning strategy for CPP Compliance



Known as an “updating” or “output-based” allocation, this approach 
incentivizes recipients to generate electricity, which can be used to 
incentivize behavior that reduces electricity prices and emissions. In 
contrast, allocating based on historical generation or emissions provides 
no marginal incentive, as it is impossible to change behavior that has 
occurred in the past.
This allocation is most effective when all allowances are used to 
incentivize generation from existing low-emitting and new non-emitting 
resources, as this helps to reduce carbon emissions and therefore carbon 
prices and consumer costs. Key principles for this allocation strategy are:

- To achieve maximum benefits, most if not all allowances should be awarded 
to existing low-emitting and new non-emitting resources. 

- Allowances should be allocated in inverse proportion to the emissions rate 
of a resource to incentivize the maximum emissions reductions, resulting 
in the lowest carbon prices and consumer costs.

- An allocation to existing non-emitting resources is typically inefficient as it 
does not lead to additional generation from those resources.

Allowance allocation under existing source mass-based



----Reduces electricity and carbon costs for ratepayers. Reduces electricity and carbon costs for ratepayers. Reduces electricity and carbon costs for ratepayers. Reduces electricity and carbon costs for ratepayers. Using allowance allocation to 
incentivize generation reduces electricity prices, particularly if the allocation is tied 
allocation is tied to emissions as that keeps allowance prices low. This in turn 
turn minimizes the impact to ratepayers and reduces the risk of leakage. 

----Drives inDrives inDrives inDrives in----state benefits including economic development. state benefits including economic development. state benefits including economic development. state benefits including economic development. Allowances are likely to be 
allocated to resources within a state, ensuring that the value of those allowances, 
allowances, the investment they drive, and the electricity cost and emission 
emission reductions they drive are located in that state.

----Proceeds used to keep electricity costs low instead of flowing to the government under Proceeds used to keep electricity costs low instead of flowing to the government under Proceeds used to keep electricity costs low instead of flowing to the government under Proceeds used to keep electricity costs low instead of flowing to the government under 
an auction. an auction. an auction. an auction. This avoids several potential problems, including revenues potentially 
being used for inefficient purposes and, in many states, the need to pass authorizing 
authorizing legislation.

----Provides allowances to entities that need them for compliance. Provides allowances to entities that need them for compliance. Provides allowances to entities that need them for compliance. Provides allowances to entities that need them for compliance. Utilities and generation 
owners that have taken steps to reduce emissions receive the allowances they need 
they need for compliance, achieving the same goal used to justify an historic 
historic allocation.

----Meets requirement to control Meets requirement to control Meets requirement to control Meets requirement to control leakage. leakage. leakage. leakage. Leakage occurs when un-regulated new fossil 
generators compete against regulated facilities, creating an uneven playing field and 
playing field and significant market distortion that harms both ratepayers and 
and market participants. A state that fails to control leakage is taking significant 
significant regulatory risk and the risk of stranded assets on the bet that EPA will 
EPA will approve the state plan and that EPA will not revisit the CPP rule in the future, 
the future, as statute directs it to at least every eight years if not sooner. 

Benefits of updating allocation


